The enlightened will shine like the קְדֻשָּׁה (zohar), radiance of the sky
(Daniel 12:3) —like musical intonations, whose melody is followed by
the letters and vowels, undulating after them like troops behind their king.
The letters are body; the vowels, spirit. All of them range in motion after
the intonations and halt with them. When the melody of the intonation
moves, letters and vowels follow; when it stops, they do not move but
stand in place.

The enlightened will shine—letters and vowels. Like the קְדֻשָּׁה (zohar),
radiance—melody of the notes. Of the sky—extension of the melody, like
those extending, prolonging the melody. And those who lead many to
righteousness—pausal notes, halting their movement, as a result of which
the word is heard. Will shine—letters and vowels shining as one on their
journey into a mystery of concealment, a journey on concealed paths.
From this all expands.